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Baseball team
loses 13-1 to William
and Mary at home
Tuesday.
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Students, UCC
discuss suicide

SISEPUEDE

by Clayton M. McCleskey
Hatchet Staff Writer
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Latin Americans marched from Meridian Hill Park to the National Mall in an immigration demonstration. Protests ocurred around the country to oppose stringent immigration reforms. See story p. 3.

Just more than a year ago,
sophomore Ethan Helfand’s life
hung in the balance after his
fourth attempt at taking his own
life landed him in the emergency
room.
As doctors worked feverishly to save Ethan, he was surrounded by friends who had discovered him hours earlier in his
dorm room, near death and suffering from an intentional drug
overdose.
Now, a year later, those
friends refuse to talk about
Helfand’s brush with death, a
symptom of a nationwide unwillingness to talk about suicide,
Helfand said as he addressed
members of GWSPAN, GW’s
chapter of the Suicide Prevention Action Network. Helfand
spoke during the organization’s
campus-wide Suicide Awareness

Day this week.
“I don’t have a problem saying the word suicide, but that’s
the problem; many people won’t
say it,” Helfand said during the
event.
GWSPAN teamed up with the
University Counseling Center in
an effort to engage students and
faculty in a dialog about suicide
at Tuesday night’s event.
The University’s policies have
come under fire since former GW
student Jordan Nott claimed in
an October lawsuit that he was
wrongfully dismissed from the
University after checking himself
into the GW Hospital for having
suicidal thoughts. The lawsuit,
filed in D.C. Superior Court, has
yet to be resolved.
Stories about Nott have appeared on CBS and in The Washington Post. A Post editorial
from March about Nott’s case
See SUICIDE, p. 3

A Balance in their lives
n Ballet club keeps
members on their toes
by Natalie Lund
Hatchet Reporter

pares for its second annual spring
show, it boasts 120 members on its
listserv – a tremendous growth for a
new group.
“The fact that so many freshmen
came out shows that there is a great
lack of ballet in the GW community
and that people want to continue it

after high school,” sophomore member Alice Huling said.
Truong’s friend and club cofounder, Emery, also noticed that
there were few opportunities for
ballet dancers on campus when she

See BALLET, p. 8
Oliver Truong plugged his iPod
headphones into his ears and faced
the mirrored wall. He jumped,
flexed his calves, lunged his body
toward the ceiling and twirled in
the air like a figure skater. After
repeating the double tours en l’air
three times, he took a swig of water
and started the song again. His
tendons strained in his neck as he
tested fast, sharp movements to the
song “Panic in the Disco.” A few
days later, Truong tested some of
his motions with a new song, Etta
James’s “At Last”—a piece that
added a sultry and sensuous flair to
his choreography.
Choreography is still new to this
junior; he began dancing his sophomore year of high school. Ballet
fascinated Truong, however, long
before he joined a studio.
“The biggest draw is seeing
something superhuman: women
balancing on toes, flying across the
stage in three steps, the mix of athleticism and artistry,” he said.
But when Truong entered GW
three years ago, there was no ballet
group on campus.
“I missed the movement, the
exercise and the pursuit of perfection,” he said. Most importantly,
Truong missed the studio atmosphere.
“I needed that community,” he
added.
He was not alone.
In fall 2004, Truong, Caitlin
Emery and Rachel Glickhouse
formed Balance, an organization
Nick Gingold/Hatchet photographer
dedicated to celebrating ballet.
Balance attracted 40 members for Freshman Jacquelyn Vinnedge, a member of Balance, the GW ballet
its first season. Now, as Balance pre- group, stretches before ballet practice in the Marvin Center Monday.
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Sophomore Ethan Helfand speaks at a suicide awareness panel in Dorothy Betts Theater Tuesday night.

A year later,
dorm no safer
by Andrew Breza
Hatchet Staff Writer
More than a year after a twoalarm fire severely burned a GW
student on Thurston Hall’s ninth
floor, administrators said that
despite initiatives to improve
safety in residence halls, Thurston Hall is still no safer than it
was a year ago.
At about 5 a.m. on the morning of March 22, 2005, thenfreshman Kevin McLaughlin
was taken to the GW Hospital
in “very bad condition” after a
fire started in his room from an
electric grill. McLaughlin is no
longer enrolled at GW.
Last year, McLaughlin’s father, Timothy McLaughlin, criticized the University after his
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son’s dorm room fire was not
extinguished by a hallway sprinkler system in Thurston. Newer
dorms, such as Ivory Tower and
New Hall, have sprinklers in
each individual room. Thurston
only has hall sprinklers because
it was built well before city regulations required sprinklers in
each room.
Despite small renovations
to Thurston Hall, Executive
Vice President and Treasurer of
the University Louis Katz said
last month that the building is
“equally as safe” today compared to when the fire broke out
more than a year ago. Katz acknowledged that a building with
a sprinkler system in the rooms
See FIRE, p. 9
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